RELIANCE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY
Dashain and Tihar Homework–2073
Class: VI (Six)
Subject
Grammar
Science
OBTE
(Project Work)

Maths

Computer

Homework Details
Write 100 verbs in five forms.
Draw the well–labeled diagram of plant cell and animal cell in chart paper.
1. Make two paper bags of chart paper.
2. Make the flowers of colourful paper.
3. Make any two greeting card of 'Dashain'.
4. Make an envelope.
5. Make a kite.
1. Paste the different plain figures (Circle, square, rectangle) and write the formula of perimeter
and its area.
2. Write the different formulas of: (in coloured A4 size paper)
a) Simple Interest b) Area of wall c) All formulas related to Profit and its percentage
3. Read the above mentioned formula.
1. Prepare a greeting card in MS–Word program using different formatting tools and print it.
2. Prepare a project work and write algorithm and draw flow chart symbols to find out area of
rectangle in A4 size paper.
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Social Std.

1. Write daily activities from Vijaya Dashami to Kojagrat Purnima and paste the daywise photographs
of you and your family on separate A4 sheet paper.
2. Draw symbols of nation and colour it.
3. Sketch the map of Nepal and show five development regions along with its headquarters on chart
paper.

*Happy Vijaya Dashami and Shuva Deepawali*
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